
How to Generate Maps Using Census Data 

1) To access the QuickFacts Beta too, navigate to the homepage for the U.S. Census 

(http://www.census.gov/). 

 

2) After arriving at the Census main page, locate the “QuickFacts” tool in the middle of the 

screen as indicated by the red oval in the picture above.  
 

3) Click on “Select a State to begin” and pick “Georgia” from the dropdown list of states 

provided. Doing so will transfer you to a new page entitled “State & County QuickFacts” 

which is pictured below. 

http://www.census.gov/


 

4) Locate the QuickFacts Beta box in the area identified by the red oval above. Within this 

box is a white bar which asks you to “Enter state, county, city, town or zip code”. Click 

on this bar and you will be transferred to the QuickFacts Beta webpage as shown below.  

 

 



5) You may now type the name of your county, or the county in which you are interested, 

into the bar that reads “Enter state, county, city, town, or zip code” as illustrated above. 

For the purpose of this exercise, we will use Forsyth County as the locality of interest.  

 

6) After typing the name of your selected jurisdiction, select the orange box with the 

command “SET” identified by the red arrow in the screenshot above. Upon doing so, data 

for the selected area will appear in the table below.  

 

 

 

7) The table will now display Census data for both the jurisdiction you inputted as well as 

the United States as a whole. If, however, you would like to remove the U.S. column or 

any other column you generate, simply click on the orange “X” located to the right of the 

column’s heading as identified by the red arrow in the screenshot above.  

 

8) To quickly visualize comparisons between your county and other counties in the state, 

Click on the “Map” icon encircled by the red oval in the screenshot above. As pictured 

below, a map of the southeastern U.S. will appear with the counties of Georgia outlined 

and appearing in varying colors. Note, however, that the county you originally selected is 

outlined in red. The default map generated will display 2014 population estimates for all 

Georgia counties. Next, you will learn how to change the map to reflect the 

characteristics for which you are specifically interested.  

 



 

9) You can adjust the zoom of your map by clinking on the “+” sign to zoom in or clicking 

on the “-” sign to zoom out. These controls are located in the red oval in the screenshot 

above. 

 

10)  To change the “fact” or characteristic that is mapped, click on the “SELECT A FACT” 

box highlighted by the green rectangle in the screenshot above. A dropdown list of 

census data categories will appear. Potential categories include; population, age and sex, 

race and Hispanic origin, population characteristics, housing, families and living 

arrangements, education, health, economy, income, poverty, businesses and geography. 

Select the category of your interest and the QuickFacts Beta tool will generate a map for 

you to view reflecting the corresponding data.  

 

11)  For example, let’s say you are interested in the percentage of senior citizens in Forsyth 

County in relation to other counties in Georgia. You would follow the directions in step 

10 and select “Persons 65 years and over, percent, July 1, 2014, (V2014)” from the 

dropdown list of options offered. The corresponding map is pictured below.  



 

12)  Note that the map provides a title indicating the characteristic being mapped (shown by 

the top red rectangle in the screenshot above). Also provided is a legend which will allow 

you to interpret the coloring of the map (shown in the lower red rectangle in the 

screenshot above. Using this map, you can infer that Forsyth County is among the 

counties in the state with the lowest percentages of persons 65 and over.  

 

13) The legend provides merely a set of ranges for which a county’s data falls within. To 

view a county’s exact data, simply hover your cursor over the county of interest and a 

pop up box will appear relaying you this information.  

 

With the Map tool, county commissioners and staff can gain a statewide perspective on 

multiple topics and statistics. This visual aid allows easy identification of similarly-situated 

counties. For example, say a county with a high proportion of senior citizens is interested in 

learning about what other counties are doing to expand senior services. Through this tool, you 

could begin your search by identifying the counties in Georgia within the same senior citizen 

percentage category and then proceed to specifically look at the senior services provided by that 

county. While the Map function provides a broad overview of all the counties in Georgia, the 

QuickFacts Beta tool also allows the creation of charts to further illustrate and compare data. 

 

 

 

 



 

How to Create Charts Using Census Data 

1) To create a chart, you must return to the original table by clicking on the “TABLE” icon 

as highlighted by the red oval below.  

 

2) To continue with our example, let’s say you noticed that on the “Persons over 65 years 

and Older” map, Forsyth County was in the same range (or was the same color) as Fulton 

and Gwinnett county. However, you are interested in learning the exact percentages of 

persons 65 and over in those counties for further comparison. To do so, you will add 

Fulton and Gwinnet County to the existing table by entering the names of those counties 

in the “Enter state, county, city, town, or zip code” bar one at a time. When these 

additions are complete, the table should look something like the screenshot below. It does 

not matter what order the counties appear in the table.  



 

3) To generate a chart, click on the “CHART” icon highlighted by the red oval in the 

screenshot above. Doing so will initially generate a chart that includes the data for all 

counties in Georgia for the fact you previously selected in making your map.  

 

 



4) To limit the chart to include only the counties you included in your table, click on “ALL 

LOCATIONS” and then select “Selected Locations” (as shown by the red oval in the 

above screenshot).  

 

5) The newly generated chart will be specific to the counties you selected for your table as 

pictured below.  

 

 

6) To see how the counties in your table compare on other categories, click on “SELECT A 

FACT” highlighted by the red oval above and choose which statistic you would like to 

generate a chart for from the dropdown box of categories available.  

 

Using maps and charts is a great way to visualize Census data in order to draw 

comparisons, identify distinctions, and inform decisions. Incorporating maps and charts 

summarizing Census data can enhance conversations on matters of great importance to county 

governments. Now that you understand how to access and organize data available through the 

Census, you know just enough to be dangerous! Stay tuned next month for tips on avoiding 

mistakes commonly made when interpreting Census data. 

 


